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Each unit culminates with a Comprehension Library reader that supports the independent application 
of skills and strategies.

Making Connections® provides educators with explicit, 
scaffolded instruction and high-interest student materials 
to help students become active, strategic readers—able 
to construct meaning as they read a wide range of 
narrative and informational texts.

In every level of Making Connections you will find:

✓	 Opportunities for active reading 

✓	 Scaffolded instruction

✓	 A blend of informational and narrative text

✓	 Multiple, thematic texts for each skill

✓	 Explicit instruction in both skills and strategies

Comprehension Skills
Each unit of Making Connections focuses on one comprehension skill, such as comparing and 
contrasting, identifying main idea, or differentiating between fact and option. The research-based 
strategy is the vehicle through which students will acquire, develop, and refine comprehension 
skills—requisite abilities that enable students to read a text with understanding.  

Comprehension Strategies
In every Making Connections lesson, students practice and apply strategies to informational or 
narrative texts. The wrap-around Teacher’s Edition offers instructional support for each strategy:

Before Reading
• Skill focus
• Build background knowledge*
• Text structure & purpose*
• Text features

During Reading
• Comprehension monitoring*
• Question generating*
• Vocabulary*
• Cooperative learning*

After Reading
• Reread for fluency
• Graphic organizer*
• Question answering*
• Summarizing*

*Denotes a research-based strategy

“Comprehension strategies are conscious 
plans—sets of steps that good readers use to 
make sense of text. Comprehension strategy 
instruction helps students become purposeful, 
active readers who are in control of their own 

reading comprehension.”
—National Reading Panel

SKILLS Book  
1

Book  
2

Book  
3

Book  
4

Book  
5

Book  
6

Identifying Detail

Sequencing

Main Idea

Compare and Contrast 

Drawing Conclusions/ 
Predicting Outcomes

Fact and Opinion

Cause and Effect

Figurative Language

Bias and Prejudice

■	Introducing the skill   ■ Building on a previously introduced skill

Making Connections®
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Program Components

Teacher’s Editions
Explicit instructional plans provide scaffolded instruction with point-of-use 
teacher strategies and techniques, as well as reproducible assessments. 
Instruction progresses from teacher modeling, to guiding, to coaching, to 
student independence.

Student Books
High-interest informational and narrative reading 
selections are designed for active, strategic reading 
and identification of specific comprehension skills.

• Students interact with texts by marking 
challenging vocabulary and identifying 
comprehension skills

• Multiple, thematic reading passages for 
every skill give students ample practice 

• Content area themes support curriculum 
standards with a variety of genres

Comprehension Library
One Comprehension Library book culminates each unit, 
allowing students to apply newly developed skills  
and strategies to longer texts. The library includes a 
balance of informational and narrative titles. 

Accelerated Reader quizzes are available to help you keep 
track of reading progress. To find Making Connections 
quizzes visit arbookfind.com and search by title.
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A Scaffolded Approach

PACING
4 weeks per unit 

(24-week schedule)

Week 1: Text 1

Week 2: Texts 2–3

Week 3: Texts 4–5 and Text Connections

Week 4: Text 6: Comprehension Library

For additional pacing options visit  
epsbooks.com/MC

• 18-week Schedule

• 30-week Schedule

• Extended Day Schedule

• Summer School Schedule

MODELING

COACHING

INDEPENDENT

Text 6

Text 5

(Assessment)

Text 3

Text 2

Text 1

Text 4

Comprehension Library

Reading Comprehension Skills

Sequencing

Main Idea

Compare and Contrast

Drawing Conclusions/
Predicting Outcomes

Fact and Opinion

Cause and Effect
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Name: Date:

Read the text and answer the questions below.

The Invention of Braille
Louis Braille was born in France in 1809. By the age of six, he had lost sight in 
both eyes, due to injury and illness. Louis had to leave school because he was blind.

Louis later attended a school for the visually impaired where he was taught how 
to read. To make reading possible for the blind, a special kind of text was made. 
Wire was bent into letter shapes. These shapes were then pressed into paper to 
“write” words. Students used their fingertips to read, feeling the raised letters. It 
was so difficult to bend and press the wire that students had to rely on others to 
prepare texts for them. Students were not taught to write. 

In 1821, a soldier visited the school to talk about “night-
writing.” Louis thought this sounded very useful. People 
were able to read a system of raised dots that could be 
combined to represent sounds. 

Louis used a combination of six dots to make a simple 
system for blind people. The dots were easy to read, and they 
were also simple to make using a tool called a stylus. Louis 
Braille’s simple yet brilliant system is still in use today.

Fill in the circle next to each correct answer.

1. What is the main idea of paragraph 3?

  A  Louis heard about a system of dots that represented sounds.

  B  Louis had a visitor at the school.

  C  A soldier visited Louis’s school.

  D  In 1821, visually impaired children were not taught to write.

122 Reproducible Assessment 2

Unit 2  Main Idea   

Louis Braille

Dr. Grace Murray Hopper

Unit 2: Main Idea30

Dr. Grace Murray Hopper was born 
in New York on December 9, 1906. As 
a child, she enjoyed figuring out how  
different machines worked. She went  
on to study at college. In 1934, she 
earned a PhD in mathematics from 
Yale University. Dr. Hopper always 
loved learning.

During World War II (1939–1945), Dr. Hopper joined the U.S. Naval  
Reserve. During that time, she worked on some early computers. 
These computers were so large they filled an entire room! Only 
experts like Dr. Hopper could use them.

Dr. Hopper wanted to create a new way to program computers so 
they would be easier to use. In the 1950s, she invented a way to give 
computers instructions in words rather than numbers. Computers 
were no longer like large 
calculators.

In 1991, Dr. Hopper 
was recognised for her 
achievements. She was  
awarded the National  
Medal of Technology. Her 
contribution influenced 
how computers are 
used today. 

How did Dr. Hopper 
improve computers?

Granville T. Woods

Unit 2: Main Idea26

Inventor Granville T. Woods was born in 
Columbus, Ohio, in 1856. Times were  
difficult for African Americans then, and 
few African American children ever went 
to school. Woods was lucky enough to go 
to school when he was young. However, 
at the age of ten he had to leave school 
to go to work to help support his family. 
Woods, a talented and clever young man, 
was considered fortunate to have had 
any schooling at all.

Woods worked in machine shops and steel mills, where he learned about 
tools, metalwork, and trains. For many years, he traveled from job to job, 
but he always studied hard. He went to night school and paid coworkers 
to give him private lessons. Woods was especially fascinated by machines 
and electricity.

What was one of Woods’s 
most important inventions?

The Ferris Wheel

Unit 2: Main Idea22

	 The first Ferris wheel was designed by 
George W. Ferris for the 1893 World’s 
Fair in Chicago. Ferris, a bridge-builder 
from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, came up 
with the idea of turning a merry-go-round onto its side.  
He used his knowledge of steel construction to draw up the 
plans. The wheel could hold 2,160 passengers. It was a great  
hit at the fair. 

	 The following passage is from the Pittsburgh Commercial  
Gazette, June 17, 1893.

FEATURE
June 17, 1893 

Pittsburgh Commercial Gazette

How do you think 
the passengers felt?

 Chicago, June 16.

	 It was 6:15 o’clock last night when the great 1,000-horse power 

engine underneath the Ferris wheel began to throb slowly. A 

car was swung up to the landing and the invited guests filed in, 

their faces expressing all the emotions . . . Then a second car 

was swung up and more guests piled in. The great wheel began 

to revolve for the first time.







An Accidental  
Invention

Unit 2: Main Idea18

Have you ever enjoyed a frozen ice pop? 
Millions of these treats are produced and 

sold in the United States each year. You might 
think that scientists spent countless hours in 

a laboratory to come up with such a successful  
invention. You might think that a lot of research went 

into creating something so popular. But the story of the frozen ice  
pop actually began with an eleven-year-old boy.

In 1905, a popular type of drink was made with soda water and  
powdered fruit flavoring. These two ingredients were mixed together 
with a wooden stirring stick. One cold winter’s night in San Francisco, 
California, eleven-year-old Frank Epperson left his orange drink  
outside overnight. It was 
much colder than usual 
in San Francisco that year. 
When Frank went outside 
the next day, he found his 
drink was frozen to the 
stirring stick like an icicle!

Unit 

2
Main Idea   The main ideas are the most important ideas 
or information in a text.

How was Frank’s invention accidental?

Each Making Connections unit provides 
students with multiple opportunities to 
develop, practice, and master a specific 
comprehension skill. 

Scaffolding
Beginning each unit, 
students receive 
support as they are 
introduced to a new 
skill. As proficiency 
increases, support is 
gradually removed 
and students take 
on more and more 
responsibility. 

GUIDING
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Text 1: Changing San Francisco

Text 1 Scaffold Level: Modeling
The teacher introduces and defines the skill, then reads Text 1 aloud to 
students as they follow along in their books. The teacher then models 
how to identify the target skill and apply comprehension strategies. 

Teacher’s Edition includes a model version of Text 1 
with student markings in reproducible format

Think alouds are used 
to model strategies 
of comprehension 
monitoring and question 
generating, helping 
students mark the text. 

Reduced 
facsimiles 
of student 
pages allow 
teachers to 
conveniently 
reference 
the texts.

Before Reading 
strategies include 
direct explanation 
of the skill focus 
and activation 
of background 
knowledge, in addition 
to previewing the text 
by examining structure, 
focus, and features. 

A “ ” indicates a 
research-based strategy. 

Focus Questions in 
Student Book set the 
purpose for reading 
and focus attention  
on the target skill.

BOOK 3  
Sequencing

Sample 
Unit
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During Reading strategies 
focus on Comprehension 
Monitoring. Students 
continuously gauge their 
understanding of the text 
by generating questions, 
connecting ideas, and 
applying vocabulary 
strategies.

ELL support is provided 
at point-of-use to 
make activities more 
meaningful to English 
Language Learners.

Students mark the text as the teacher invites 
them to raise questions about challenging words, 
phrases, or sentences, and to identify the skill. 
Instruction progresses from teacher modeling,  
to guiding, to coaching, to student independence.

Text 2: Golden Gate Bridge

Text 2 Scaffold Level: Guiding
The teacher and students read Text 2 aloud together. The teacher 
guides and assists students as they become more comfortable with 
the target skill, learning how and when to apply specific strategies.  

BOOK 3  
Sequencing

Sample 
Unit
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Text 3: San Francisco Earthquake
BOOK 3  

Sequencing

Sample 
Unit

Text 3 Scaffold Level: Coaching and Independent
For Text 3, the teacher determines students’ needs and has them read the text independently, 
in small groups, or with teacher support. Teacher assists students as necessary as they practice 
and apply the focus skills and strategies more independently. 

Predictable sequence 
of strategies facilitates 
student independence.

Every Rereading of the 
text is purposeful: here, 
students actively engage 
in marking the Student 
Book to identify key 
sequencing signal words 
and phrases.

A variety of graphic 
organizers—here a 
vertical timeline—
provides students 
with alternative 
formats.

Summarizing requires students to determine important ideas, condense 
them, and put them in their own words. By Text 3, students create a 
summary of what they have read with minimal teacher support. 

After Reading 
activities have 
students reread 
the text in pairs  
or small groups  
to increase speed 
and improve 
accuracy of word 
identification, 
expression, and 
phrasing.
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Text 4 & 5 Scaffold Level: Independent

BOOK 3  
Sequencing

Sample 
Unit

Text 4: Transportation in San Francisco  
Text 5: Founding San Francisco

The fifth text of every unit is a 
reproducible assessment that is 
located in the Teacher’s Edition.

A great tool for test preparation: 
Reading passages and multiple-
choice test items support formats  
of many high-stakes assessments.

The fourth text is a brief, in-book 
assessment that encourages 
independent application of skills 
and strategies.

Text 4 reading and questions 
focus on the featured skill and 
multiple strategies developed 
through the unit.

Assessment 
Teacher Edition support 
includes activation of prior 
knowledge and summary 
of strategies used 
throughout unit.
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Text Connections
BOOK 3  

Sequencing

Sample 
Unit

Text 4: Transportation in San Francisco  
Text 5: Founding San Francisco

Text Connections are culminating activities 
that provide students with opportunities 
to evaluate and integrate what they have 
learned in Texts 1–5 to come to a deeper 
understanding of the content in each unit.

• Students learn cooperatively as they apply multiple 
comprehension strategies.

• Students make connections to their own lives through 
writing and discussion.

• Extension activities encourage students to conduct 
additional research on topics presented in the unit.

• Text Connections engage students in higher-order 
thinking skills such as Analysis, Synthesis, and Evaluation.
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Text 6: The Wallet in the Woods

Text 6 Scaffold Level: Independent
A Comprehension Library reader culminates each unit. Students apply the 
newly learned skill to a full-length text to further practice and reinforce the skill. 

BOOK 3  
Sequencing

Sample 
Unit

Level 3 includes 6 
engaging chapter 
books which 
culminate each 
skill unit.

Teacher’s Edition notes support application of strategies 
before, during, and after reading the full-length library titles.

Students are encouraged to use reading journals to record 
titles, authors, and other information from the text.

After-reading questions and a skill-specific 
graphic organizer on the inside back cover 
aid students in building meaning.
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Student Books 1 & 2

Every Student Book provides a blend of fiction and nonfiction text.

UNIT STUDENT BOOK 2 COMPREHENSION  
LIBRARY TITLE

1
Identifying Detail
(Amazing Plants)

Where is  
Miss Pickles?

2
Sequencing
(Animal Life)

Our Adventure 
Vacation

3
Main Idea

(Geographical 
Extremes)

Hail

4
Compare & Contrast

(Past and Present)
Carlsbad  
Caverns

5
Predictions  

& Conclusions
(Around the House)

Harold  
The Super Pet

6
Fact & Opinion

(Pets)
Who Invented  

Ice Cream?

UNIT STUDENT BOOK 1 COMPREHENSION  
LIBRARY TITLE

1
Identifying Detail
(African Animals)

Desert Tortoise

2
Sequencing

(Responsibility)
Goodnight,  

Nisha

3
Main Idea

(Art)
Seasons

4
Compare & Contrast

(Everyday Life)
The Feast
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Student Book 3

UNIT STUDENT BOOK 3 COMPREHENSION  
LIBRARY TITLE

1 Sequencing (San Francisco) The Wallet in the Woods

2 Main Idea (Heroes) Roberto Clemente

3 Compare & Contrast (United States & Australia) Animals in Disguise

4 Predictions & Conclusions (Fables) Ready, Set, Puppy!

5 Fact & Opinion (Environmental Issues) In Search of the Yeti

6 Cause & Effect (Citizenship) Tom, Maker of Chairs

Focus questions help 
students concentrate 
on the unit’s focus 
skill and set a 
purpose for reading.
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Student Book 4

UNIT STUDENT BOOK 4 COMPREHENSION  
LIBRARY TITLE

1 Sequencing (How Is It done?) Gulmamadak the Great

2 Main Idea (Inventions & Inventors) Mountain Biking Adventure

3 Compare & Contrast  (Getting from Here to There) The Big Move

4 Predictions & Conclusions (In the Community) Caleb Piper, Private Eye

5 Fact & Opinion (In the Ocean) The Loch Ness Monster:  
Fact or Fiction?

6 Cause & Effect (Life in the United States) Glow Worms

Vocabulary 
and writing 
activities extend 
comprehension 
beyond the text.
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Student Book 5

UNIT STUDENT BOOK 5 COMPREHENSION  
LIBRARY TITLE

1 Main Idea (Movies) Rock Climbing

2 Compare & Contrast (Colonial Life) A Virtual Visit:  
Mexico City and Boston

3 Predictions & Conclusions (Boating Disasters) Tarella

4 Fact & Opinion (Natural Resources) Rainbows

5 Cause & Effect (Endangered Species) The Astonishing Book

6 Figurative Language (Regions of the United States) A Way with Words

Graphic Organizers help 
students visualize and 
understand relationships 
among ideas or 
information in the text. 
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Student Book 6

UNIT STUDENT BOOK 6 COMPREHENSION  
LIBRARY TITLE

1 Main Idea (Out in Space) The Outer Banks of 
North Carolina

2 Compare & Contrast (Occupation) The Rio Grande

3 Predictions & Conclusions (Ancient Egypt)
The Mysterious 

Disappearance of 
Amelia Earhart

4 Cause & Effect (Health and the Body) Whale Rescue

5 Figurative Language (Modern Life) Voices of Clay

6 Bias & Prejudice (Community) A Trip to Puerto Rico

The variety of high-interest 
topics helps students 
increase knowledge in 
content areas such as social 
studies, geography, science, 
literature, and physical and 
health education. 
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Comprehension Library 
Advancing vital reading comprehension skills is what the Making Connections® 
Comprehension Library is all about.

Engaging students with a balance of appealing informational and narrative titles, 
these readers help students build and apply the essential strategies and skills 
necessary for reading comprehension.

This multi-genre collection prepares students to analyze and interpret diverse 
narrative and informational materials encountered outside the classroom. 

• Students build meaning through strategies such as prior 
knowledge activation, monitoring comprehension, activation 
of background knowledge, and comprehension monitoring.

• Nonfiction readers incorporate features such as indexes, 
glossaries, tables of content and captions.

• High-interest topics, colorful illustrations, and captivating 
photographs engage students.

• Titles from various levels may be used to differentiate 
instruction in classrooms with a range of learning needs.

See page 10 for  
COMPREHENSION  

LIBRARY information!

For the 
student,  

a jump-start into 

“real world” 

reading

Making Connections®
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